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1. Name of Kirkyard:  St. John’s Chapel, Allangrange  
     (From HER) 

 
2. National Grid Reference:  NH 6252 5150  
 
 
3. Civil Parish:  Knockbain  
 
 
4. Description:  Roofless, redundant church set within hexagonal boundary walls 
near Old Allangrange House.  The church has subsequently been used as a burial 
enclosure for the Fraser-Mackenzies of Allangrange.  The boundary walls enclose 
the site quite tightly and the ground between the church and walls is quite high 
compared to the surrounding land, although there are no obvious grave markers in 
this area. 
 

 
 
5. Setting:  The setting is rural, but the site feels quite enclosed due to the tightly 
surrounding boundary walls and the fact that a track runs immediately in front of 
the chapel, with a tall stone wall on the other side of the track.  Trees and other 
vegetation surround the site on the other sides.  To the south-west lies Old 
Allangrange House. 
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6. Designations and Significance:  The chapel dates back to the 13th century, and 
is an important medieval site.  A triple and double lancet window still survive in the 
east gable and partial south wall.  It is now the burial ground of the Fraser 
Mackenzies of Allangrange. 
The site was listed as, Allangrange Ruined Chapel and Private Burial Ground of 
the Fraser Mackenzies of Allangrnage, on 25th March 1971 as cat. B.  It is also a 
Scheduled Ancient monument.    The walls are unusual in being hexagonal in 
shape. 
 
 
 Scheduled Ancient Monument                                  Listed Building      

 
 

7. Elements: 
 
Redundant Kirk/Chapel :    Roofless, ruined medieval chapel orientated east-west.  
The east gable still stands with some of the north and south walls to wall head 
height.  There is no west gable.  In the east gable, a triple lancet window is set in 
the ashlar frontage.  At the top, a Templars’ cross added in the Victorian era.  The 
south wall has a double lancet window at the east end.  The interior of the chapel 
now serves as a burial enclosure for the Fraser Mackenzies of Allangrange, and 
both the north and south walls contain wall monuments.  There are two table-top 
tombs inside and a couple of recumbent slabs.  At the west end, an iron fence 
closes off the chapel to form the burial enclosure.                                                
 
Boundary Walls:  The rubble boundary walls are interestingly hexagonal in shape.   
For the most part the wall is topped with individual stones as coping, but near to 
the entrance gate, it is topped with flat coping.  The south-east stretch has 
collapsed.                                                               
 
Railings, Gates and Gateways:  Entrance at the west end of the site is through a 
rusted iron plain farm style gate, set into two very large rectangular gatepiers with 
flat, stepped tops.  Each gatepier also has a stone inscribed with initials and dates: 
The north gatepier reads, 18.G.F:MK.12   The south gatepier reads, 17 (I?) MK 75 
The iron fence which closes the west end of the chapel, forming a burial enclosure 
has a plain iron gate with iron gstepiers, which have a visible manufacturers 
stamp: P& R Fleming & Co Glasgow.                                               
 
Wall Monuments:  Inside the church on the south wall are two large carved stone 
monuments with family crests.  The inscriptions at the bottom are badly worn, 
especially on the western one where it has mostly worn away.  There is also a 
smaller 20th century square plaque to Thomas Robert Duff Fraser-Mackenzie in 
nice relief lettering, and a similar memorial on the north wall which also has two 
further wall monuments. 

 
 
8. Ownership of Kirkyard: 
 
 
Highland Council                             Private                                  Other         
 
 

X X 
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9. Risk:  The north and south walls and the gable are generally solid, but some of 
the skew stones on the east gable are loose.  Inside the chapel, some wall 
monuments are badly worn.  The hexagonal boundary walls are most at risk.  The 
higher ground inside them added to the vegetation growing there, seems to be 
pushing against the wall in places and has caused the south-east corner to 
collapse.  
 
 
                                                                                                      On BAR?     
 
10. Ancillary Issues:  ACCESS:  There is no car park at the site.  Access is off a 
track, and then a short walk around to the rear of the site over grass. 
INTERPRETATION:  There is no on site interpretation. 
COMMUNITY:  J.J. Gladwin, who lives at Old Allangrange wants to see more done 
with the site, and is especially keen for the walls to be repaired and consolidated. 
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